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CKa'lKOa H.B., Conoa1wa H.n. E2 • 10530 
Ac11:MrrToTK<JecKoe rroaeneH11:e sneKTpoMarHHTHb!X ¢opMifiaKTopoa 
a.QpOHOEI B J:U!Jl'.l:IMIPi9CKol!: M0Ae1IH: ipaKTOPH3)'JOl.UffXCSJ KBapKOB 

Ha OCHOae JllUlaMH'lecxoll: MO.Qemi: 4iaKTOpH3YlOillHXCSJ KBapICOB IIOIIY'iel{bl 

¢iopMy.m,1, onpet:J;enmom11e ac}IMilTOTll:'lecxoe 1IoaeJleH11e 21neKrpOMarH11THbIX 
¢opM<jiaKTO?OB anpoHOB H rreil:TOHa I! c-oneplKautae 38BKCHMOCTh OT 'lll:Cllll 

~ocraanSJJOUIHX tHHIHhiil: a.QpoH 11;aapxoa. ITpo11:<iae;ie110 cpaeneaii:e npeACKa3aH111!: 
MOJ:leJll!'. c SKCnep11MeH'l'a.IIbH;,JMff naHHh!MH no 3.IIeKTPOMBI'llHTHbIM ¢iopM1}8.J<:rO

paM "-Me3oHa H nporoua. 

Pa6oTa a1>mon11:eHa a fla6oparopHlf reopern'lecxoil: ¢113HKH OH5H1. 
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Skachkov N.B., Solovtsov I.L. 
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Asymptot.ic Behaviour of Hadron Electromagnetic 
Form Factors in the Dynamical Model of 
Factorizing Quarks 

Within the dynamical model of factorizing quarks we 
have derived formulae for the asymptotic behaviour of the 
hadron and deuter·on electromagnetic form factors which 
depend upon the number of particle-constituent quarks.The 
model predictions well agree with the experimental data 
on the pion and proton electromagnetic elastic form fac
tors. 

The investigation has been performed at the 
Laboratory of Theoretical Physics JINR. 
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It is known that the small-angle hadron scattering 

is well described in the framework of the additive quark 

amplitude model 111. The large-angle scattering seems to 

be controlled by another mechanism 121. A hypothesis of 

factorizability of the quark scattering amplitudes /3/suc-

cessful1" describes the relations 

of different large-angle scattering 

between cross sections 

processes /41. In this 

model the colliding quarks are thought of as to produce an 

effective force field V and the scattering process is 
elf. 

considered as the process of independent quark scattering 

on this field. For independent events the total probability 

is equal to the product of individual probabilities. Thus 

the scattering amplitude of the whole hadron at the angle 

CJ is the product of the amplitudes of the quark scatte

ring at & on the effective potential. 

In /5/ the model of factorizing quarks (amplitudes) 

was enlarged by the dynamical assumption that the size 

of the interaction region, that determines the quark large

-angle scattering in the kinemetical region -irJ-~ -.ijs'·
fixed, is of an order of the quark Compton wave length .i/t11'. 
To this picture there corresponds the following quark scatte

ring amplitude /5/: 

(&) ~ Yr c2f1; 6i{!-.~ +.i1q V~ ('f, ~~ 
J~ "~A<,'f Y6J (if -4'11J) 

,.here !ft=/!?('~ (d --£,/J!1/-) ie the rapidity, 



corresponding -to the transfer momentwn per one quark 

cj ;:-, / /;/'-= i( /' -i{)h} 2 
( IJ-it ie the number of 

the valence quarks in a hadron and /1-y is the effec-

tive quark mass, the parameter of our Model).Really, the 

size of the interaction region for this amplitude is /G/ 

.' ........... \ = 
\ l:;, I 

2' -.-,-
;''! ,-

1 

Thus, in the dynamical model of the factorizing quarks ; 5; 

the cross section for the elastic ·fixed-angle scattering 

is defined by the 

where /J and /?'? are the numbers of valence quarks ln 

hadrons q and fl reap. 

Con.sider now the electron-hadron elastic scattering 

eh--;- t?' . Following the Wu-Yang idea on the analogy of 

the hadron electromagnetic structure tO the distribution 

of the 11strong-interacting11 matter, we adopt that at large 

trasfer momenta the photon-hadron block ln a one-photon 

exchange diagram corresponds to the excitation of the same 

self-consistent field JI: 
ej) - Then the differential cross 

section is 
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Comparing the latter with the Rosenbluth fonnula for the 

asymptotic cross section c~: f;,·)-r~h) ...... t.£.!. c~'(t-)' 
we obtain the electromagnetic form factor /"> (! .J Ln the 

L, /; 

form 

Jiy·,, 
s1/JJ1! OJ 

I 2 l!i:_ (-),(//,,,~') , 
At large transfer momenta !Ir/ i'fl'J ,, 1;, !fr -" /l;-///;'fJ 
For the form factors of pion, proton and deuteron formula 

Formulae (4-6.) can be rewritten in a form of the 

conventional power law (;~ (t) "- (/e~ '-1 ;-#,I/, 
where /) is the nwnber of quarks in particle /; an<l 

depends on the momentum transfer as follows 

l~/j', == IJ- /l 
e, f'n (/,t /j;; a/>!/') 

e,,, (/z< // ,,r "/"V 

5 

(7) 



With increasing - -f , the effective power M-/f · (7) 

smoothly increases and reaches the asymptotic limit equal 

to the number of valence quarks in particle. 

The Figure represents the results of comparison of 

predictions by form.ulae (4) and (5) with experimental data 

on the form factor of pion S) and proton 9) 

It ie seen from the figure, that the experimental data are 

really grouping near the straight line with the int.eger values 

of the elope .that is due to (2) equal to the number of 

the valence quarks. In fitting the data by formulae (4,5) 

we have obtained the following valuee of . ./('.<.. per one 

degree of freedom: for proton J:1= .Z:5.3/(/4'-,,<') 
for pion - Jr);:. = d 0. 6 /ff 6 -,J) • It should be noted 

that the found effective quark mass- 1'1y = 0.16 GeV, 

defining the pion form factor aeymptotics coincides, within 

the experimental error, with the value of ,ft'!,,, found in 

fitting the data on the proton fo:n:o factor and is consis

tent also with the value obtained in analysis of the /'/'

-scattering 151. 

Formulae (4-6) contain manifeatly the scale parameter 

the quark maas value l'f ,_ , thue the asymptotic behs-

vi our 01' form factors depende on the ratio i,-/l'f; 
Since the transfer momentum per one quark -tJ' is recip-

rocal to the squared number of valence quarks in particles, 

the asymptotic limit for the form factor of deuteron sets 

1s later than for pion and proton. 
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